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1. INTRODUCTORY 
MEIJER [5, 61 has given two generalizations of the classical Laplace 
transform (cf., e.g., [15]) 
(1.1) P[f(t) : p] = r e-pt f(t) dt, Re (PI> 0, 
0 
by means of the integral equations 
(1.2) 
and 
(1.3) , dfi m [f(t) : p] = r (pt)-k-4 e-+ W k++, rn (Pt) f(t) dtt, 
0 
while the generalizations of (1.1) in the forms 
(1.4) 
and 
are due to VARMA [13, 141. The reducibility of (1.2) through (1.5) to (1.1) 
is readily seen by virtue of the known formulas 
In view of (1.6) and the relation 
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a unification of all these generalizations may be given in the elegant 
form [12, Q 1, eqn. (1.7)] 
(1.7) , , S$j~& [f(t) : p] = r (pt)“-* e-)@t Wk+ (ppt) f(t) dt, 
0 
where, if f(t)=O(t”eet) for large t, and f(t)=O(tc) for small t, then 
Re [(a+&--2~]>0, and Re (oft f m+l)>O. 
Put [9, p. 111 
Then the integral equation [lo, p. 1991 
(1.9) %.,,p (f(t) : r>= $tTw+i.fs (h2t2m a 
provides us with a generalization of the well-known Hankel’s integral 
[3, p. 731 
(1.10) zv (f(t) : v> = 7 t Jv W) f(t) dt, 
0 
to which it reduces when a~=/3 = &v, since 
(1.11) 1Vv.*v+t.+ (~~1 = Jv (24. 
In the present note we establish a relationship between the generalized 
integral transforms defined by (1.7) and (1.9). The main result is stated 
in the form of a theorem which incorporates as its specialized cases scores 
of hitherto scattered results in the theory of operational calculus. 
The following result will be required in the sequel. 
If Re [(e-l-&]>0 and Re (,L+Y-FO f m+l)>O, then 
-5 
(-)n(Y+n+l)nqu+Y+(I. zt m+%+l) 17 
c 1 
v+2n 




p+++3--k++n+~; e+4 1 
=@(a r), say. 
2. THEOREM 
If Re (a+,~ f m+l)>O, Re [(e+q)p-2y]>O, P+%(t) EL(O, 6), and 
t’--~+va(t) E L(6, oo), where 6> 0, then 
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provided the integral converges, g(t)-O(C) for small t, and g(t)= O(tse”t) 
for large t. 
Proof: Prom (1.7) and (1.9) we have 
I 
q%n [g(t) %%,B w?) : t>: PI . . 
(2.2) 1 & 
The inversion of the order of integration is justified by de la Vallee 
Poussin’s theorem [Z, p. 5041 under the conditions stated earlier, and the 
final result follows when we interpret the inner integral in (2.2) by means 
of (1.7). 
A choice of C for g(t) will, in view of (1.12), set our theorem in the 
following form : 
Corollary 1. If Re (of,~ f m+l)>O, Re [(q+e)p]>O, t"+%(t) E 
E L(O,6), and ty-++fl+%(t) E L(6, oo), where 6~0, then 
provided that the integral converges. 
When Q = 9, we may without any loss of generality assume Q =q = 1, 
and if we write [ll, p. 317, eqn. (l.S)] 
(2.4) WgL [f(t) : PI = s” (21tY-ae-tPt Wk+t,m (Pt) f(t) ~~=fJl~jJ*.m [f(t) : PI, 
0 
then the formula (1.12) yields 
/ ~~k,Ilt”y~.~+t,8(~r2t2): PI= 
~(p+~++ k m+l), *(#U-t$++ f m+2), @+8, By+I; 
a+l, @+&, Yfl, J&++++(r--+l), ‘i(/J+Y+o--++); 1 
and Corollary 1 gives us 
Corollary 2. Let h(t) satisfy the conditions of Corollary 1, Re (p)>O, 
and Re ((I+,u & m+l)>O. 
Then 
(2.6) flgk, PpK%a.d~(~): t>: PI= hww% q)@, 
provided that the integral is convergent.’ 
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When a = /? = QY, an appeal to the reduction formula (1.11) leads us to 
Corollary 3. If Re (p) > 0, Re (G+P f mf 1) > 0, and the integrals 




qu+v+o It m+l) P p 
A(24 d= r(~+f+G-k+ l)T(v+ 1) p- - - 
lg..)’ 
*(p++Y~ xlc m+l), &(p+Y-to zt m+q; 
- 4p3 f12 -- > 
gu+v+c7-I%+ l), gM+Y+c7-Ic+2), Y-k 1; @ 1 
provided that the integral in (2.7) converges. 
3. PARTICULAR CASES 
When h: = @ = $Y, our theorem provides us with a relationship between 
the generalized Whittaker transform of j(t)g(t) and the Hankel transform 
of j(t). If in addition to 01= p = & we set p = k = 0, Q = 2, G = i, it gives us 
a recent result [S, p. 1051 involving the Meijer transform (1.2). 
For q = k= 0, Q = 2, (r = 4, Corollary 1 reduces to the theorem proved 
by SRIVASTAVA [9, p. 121 which, in turn, includes the same author’s 
earlier result (8), p. 200 in [lo]. 
In the special case G = - k, Corollary 2 furnishes a relation between the 
Meijer transform (1.3) and the generalized Hankel transform. On the other 
hand, if (T= m, it relates the Varma transform (1.5) with that in (1.9). 
Finally, if in Corollary 3 we set G =m we shall arrive at the known 
relationship [7, p. 4141 which incorporates an interesting result proved 
earlier by BHONSLE [l, p. 1141. 
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